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Headline
hybrid model of work:
Most employees favour
hybrid model of work
post pandemic: Survey

As most organisations throughout varied industries had been pressured to shift workers
operation remotely owing to the pandemic restrictions, most workers opined that this
provision ought to proceed even after the scenario normalise, it added.
Additional, the survey discovered that the hybrid mannequin could be cohesive
and would enable employers to proceed working in an setting they deem possible.
“It will assist workers save money and time, which could have been spent on
commuting and in addition helps corporations save up on workplace house,” in
accordance with the survey.
The survey was accomplished on-line with over 1,000 respondents in October
throughout sectors together with banking and finance, building and engineering,
training/educating/coaching, FMCG, hospitality, HR options, IT, ITES and BPO, logistics,
manufacturing amongst others.
Additional, the survey discovered that over 71 per cent of workers had been of the
opinion {that a} hybrid mannequin would have a constructive impression on worker
productiveness and would help them in being extra resourceful.
Workers mentioned they really feel that even in a digital stimulating setting they will
yield efficient outcomes and attain their optimum capability with none hassles, it
famous.“As restrictions proceed to ease up, essentially the most important query stays
whether or not a hybrid mannequin could be a viable possibility for industries or not.
Many organisations throughout varied sectors have already made the choice to
proceed working in a hybrid system. Some have additionally dominated it out and
others proceed to mull over it. As sentiments throughout industries stay various and
doubtful pertaining to its applicability and impact on worker productiveness,” Genius
Consultants CMD R P Yadav added.
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